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LATIN AMERICAN ART | 30 SEPTEMBER 
 

MEXICAN MODERNIST MASTERWORKS BY LEONORA CARRINGTON, RUFINO 
TAMAYO AND DIEGO RIVERA LEAD CHRISTIE’S LATIN AMERICAN ART SALE 

 

 
DIEGO RIVERA (1886-1957) 

Tehuanas cargando una canasta (Tehuanas carrying a basket) 

signed and dated 'Diego Rivera 1934' (lower left) 

tempera on gessoed linen 

31½ x 23¼ in. (80 x 59 cm.) 

Painted in 1934. 

Estimate: $600,000-800,000 

 

New York – Christie’s is pleased to present the live sale of Latin American Art at Rockefeller Plaza on 30 

September 2022, an exceptional group of paintings, sculptures and drawings from leading Latin American artists 

from the 19th Century to the present day. With masterworks by Leonora Carrington, Diego Rivera, Rufino Tamayo, 

Wifredo Lam, Matta, Jorge de la Vega, Roberto Fabelo and many more, the sale offers both emerging and 

seasoned collectors something for every taste. The sale features Outside Cuba Inside: Property from The 

Farber Collection of Contemporary Cuban Art. Recognized globally as one of the most important collections 

of its kind, the Farber Collection includes outstanding works by Tomás Sánchez, Belkis Ayón, Los Carpinteros 

and Tania Bruguera among others. With over 70 lots in total, the sale carries a low estimate in excess of 

$15,000,000. 

The sale is led by a stellar group of Mexican modernist paintings, including a 1960 canvas by the sought after 

Surrealist Leonora Carrington entitled Pig-rush (Nacimiento de cerdos) (estimate $1,000,000-$1,500,000). 

With its exuberant depiction of swirling swine, the painting captures the artist’s enigmatic, metaphoric and witty 

approach to rendering mysterious worlds where humans comingle with unlikely animals. Rufino Tamayo is well 



represented in the sale with six paintings and one sculpture, including the dazzling Hombre contra el muro (also 

known as Personaje) (estimate: $1,500,000-$2,000,000). Tamayo’s unparalleled reputation as a consummate 

colorist is on full view in the large scale canvas that eloquently synthesizes a symphony of pastel hues. With its 

rich textural surface, the work fully exploits the artist’s signature style of incorporating  sand into his paintings.  

Additional Tamayo highlights include Cinco rebanadas de sandía, a bold graphic rendering of  abstracted 

watermelon slices—one of the artists most iconic subjects (estimate: $600,000-800,000). Christie’s is honored 

to present works from the Property of Dr. Samuel and Mrs. Beatriz Pilnik, including Diego Rivera’s classic, 

Tehuanas cargando una canasta (Tehuanas carrying a basket) (estimate: $600,000-800,000), elegantly 

depicting two Oaxacan women in traditional dress, carrying a basket of flowers set against a lush floral 

background.  

Of all the outstanding works in the sale, the greatest revelation for collectors might be Haitian artist Hector 

Hyppolite’s Damballah La Flambeau (estimate $150,000 - $200,000). Rarely seen at auction, Hyppolite’s work 

is known for its vibrant, evocative imagery that draws upon the rich history of Haitian Vodou. With its impeccable 

provenance and striking depiction of one of the most important Vodou spirits, Damballah La Flambeau is poised 

to set the record for both a work by Hyppolite and any Haitian work of art at auction.  Fresh to the market 

sculptures, paintings and drawings at every price point by Fernando Botero round out the sale. 

A selection of highlights from the sale, including works from the Farber Collection, will be on tour in Miami from 

September 10th – 15th. 

 

SELECT HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 
 

    

 

 

 
 

LEONORA CARRINGTON (1917-2011) 
Pig-rush (Nacimiento de cerdos) 

signed and dated 'Leonora Carrington 1960' 
(lower left) 

oil canvas 
31½ x 35½ in. (80 x 90 cm.) 

Painted in 1960. 
Estimate: $1,000,000-1,500,000 

 
 

 
 

 

JOAQUÍN TORRES-GARCÍA (1874-
1949) Forma con estructura y objetos 

(Form with structure and objects) 
signed 'JTG.' (lower left) and dated 

'43' (lower right) oil on board 32½ x 20 
in. (83 x 51 cm.) 

Painted in 1943. 
Estimate: $600,000-800,000 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

JORGE DE LA VEGA (1930-1971)  
Rompecabezas (2 panels) acrylic on canvas 39½ x 39½ 

in. (100 x 100 cm.) each panel 39½ x 79 in (100 x 200 
cm.) overall Diptych. 

 Painted 1969-1970.  
Estimate: $250,000-350,000 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



           
 

BELKIS AYÓN (1967-1999) 

Desobediencia signed, dated, titled, and 
numbered, 'Belkis Ayón/98, Desobediencia, 1/4' 

(lower edge) collograph on paper 99¾ x 77⅝ in. 
(253.4 x 197.2 cm.) overall dimensions, eight 

sheets Executed in 1998. 
 Edition one of four. 

Estimate: $50,000-70,000  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

HECTOR HYPPOLITE (1894-1948) 
Damballah La Flambeau 

signed ‘H.H.’ (lower right) 
oil on board laid on board 

30 x 24 in. (76.2 x 61 cm.) 
Painted circa 1947. 

Estimate: $150,000-250,000 

 
 

RUFINO TAMAYO (1899-1991) 
Hombre contra el muro (also known as Personaje) 

‘PERSONAJE, 1981' (on the reverse) 
oil and sand on canvas 

70⅞ x 49¼ in. (180 x 125 cm.) 
Painted in 1981. 

Estimate: $1,500,000-2,000,000 
 

 

   

 
PRESS IMAGES CAN BE DOWNLOADED HERE 
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Jessica Stanley | 212 636 2680 | jstanley@christies.com  

 
 

About Christie’s 

Founded in 1766, Christie’s is a world-leading art and luxury business. Renowned and trusted for its expert live and online auctions, as well as its 
bespoke private sales, Christie’s offers a full portfolio of global services to its clients, including art appraisal, art financing, international real estate and 

education. Christie’s has a physical presence in 46 countries, throughout the Americas, Europe, Middle East, and Asia Pacific , with flagship international 
sales hubs in New York, London, Hong Kong, Paris and Geneva. It also is the only international auction house authorized to hold sales in  mainland 

China (Shanghai). 
 

Christie’s auctions span more than 80 art and luxury categories, at price points ranging from $200 to over $100 million. In recent years, Christie’s has 
achieved the world record price for an artwork at auction (Leonardo da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi, 2017), for a 20th century artwork (Andy Warhol’s Shot 

Sage Blue Marilyn, 2022) and for a work by a living artist (Jeff Koons’ Rabbit, 2019). Christie's is also recognised as a reference for prestigious single 
owner collections, having auctioned 8 of the 10 most important collections in history.  

 
Christie’s Private Sales offers a seamless service for buying and selling art, jewellery and watches outside of the auction calendar, working exclusively 

with Christie’s specialists at a client’s individual pace. 
 

Recent innovations at Christie’s include groundbreaking sale of the first NFT for a digital work of art ever offered at a major auction house 

(Beeple’s Everydays, March 2021), with the unprecedented acceptance of cryptocurrency as a means of payment. As an industry leader in digital 

innovation, Christie’s also continues to pioneer new technologies that are redefining the business of art, including the  use of hologram technology to tour 

life-size 3D objects around the world, and the creation of viewing and bidding experiences that integrate augmented reality, global livestreaming, buy-

now channels, and hybrid sales formats. 

 

Christie’s is dedicated to advancing  responsible culture throughout its business and communities worldwide, including achieving sustainability through 

net zero carbon emissions by 2030, and actively using its platform in the art world to amplify under-represented voices and support positive change.  

Browse, bid, discover, and join us for the best of art and luxury at: www.christies.com or by downloading Christie’s apps. 
 

*Please note when quoting estimates above that other fees will apply in addition to the hammer price - see Section D of the Conditions of Sale at the back 
of the sale catalogue.  

*Estimates do not include buyer’s premium. Sales totals are hammer price plus buyer’s premium and are reported net of applicab le fees.  
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